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PEER REVIEW JOURNALS (INTERNATIONAL):


**NON-PEER REVIEW JOURNALS:**


**PEER REVIEW JOURNALS (NATIONAL):**


**Non-Peer Review In-House Publications (National):**


2. Gupta, R., & **Kumar, P.** (2011012). Relationship between speech-evoked ALLR and dichotic CV scores in children with dyslexia. *Student research at AIISH (Article based on dissertation done at AIISH).*


**Research Presentations (International):**


RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS (NATIONAL):


2. **Kumar, P.** (2016). Effect of Listening Training Paradigm in Hearing Aid Users. Scientific paper presented at 103rd Indian Science Congress held at Mysore, Karnataka, India.


**Questionnaire Based Survey.** Scientific paper presented in CIGICON-2015 at Jaipur, Rajasthan, India.


